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Qinghe Razor Wire is also named
concetina wire, barbed tape or barbed tape
wire. It can be installed to achieve the result
of frightening and stopping to the aggressive
perimeter intruders, with piecing and cutting
razor blades mounted at the top of the wall,
also the special designs make climbing and
touching extremely difficult.
It is widely used in military field, prisons,
detention houses, government buildings and
other national security facilities, it is also
used as fence for cottage and society fence,
and other private buildings.

Features:
All materials used in the process of the
concertina razor wire production is fully

Aesthetic appearance

corrosion resistant. Core wire are made of

Protective excellent performance

high carbon steel and stainless steel wire and

Costless and easily install

barbed tape are made of hot dipped

High tensile strength

galvanized steel and stainless steel.

Good flexibility
Uniform layer of zinc
Corrosion-resistant

Single Concertina Wire

Application：

Qinghe Single Concertina Wire is a

Single Concertina Wire is widely used in

common type of the concertina wire, This

military field, prisons, detention houses,

kind of razor wire is installed without clips. it

government buildings and other national

runs in natural loops on walls and fence.

security facilities; it is also used as fence for
cottage and society fence, and other private
buildings.
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Specification:
The wire blade styles of single Concertina include blade tape: CBT-65, CBT-60,CBT-25, BTO-30,
BTO-22, BTO-20, BTO-18, BTO-15, BTO-10. However, the most common blade tape are CBT-60
and CBT-65.

Razor Wire Terms Description-CBT60
Blade Space: 100mm

Blade Width: 32mm

Core Wire Dia: 2.5mm
Blade Length:60mm

Razor Blade Type and Specification
Reference

Blade Style

thickness

Number

(mm)

Barb
Length
(mm)

Barb
Width
(mm)

Barb
Spacing
(mm)

Wire Dia

CBT-60

0.45-0.65

2.5±0.1

60±2

32±1

100±2

CBT-65

0.45-0.65

2.5±0.1

65±2

21±1

100±2

Standard Production Type
Coil
Diameter
450mm
500mm
700mm
960mm

No.of
Loops
33
41/56
41/56
41/56

Standard Length
per Coil
7-8M
12-13M
13-14M
14-15M

Type
CBT-60.65
CBT-60.65
CBT-60.65
CBT-60.65

Notes
Single
Single
Single
Single

coil
coil
coil
coil

Note: the length, the wire diameter, and coil blade styles can be designed according to the
customers' need.

Package: PP Woven Cloth, Carton, Pallets.
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Cross razor wire
Qinghe Cross Razor Wire also called
concertina razor wire. This razor wire is bound
and clipped to make it stronger.
Feature： The spiral intersecting barbed wire
presents an intersecting shape after opening
with beautiful feature and practicality.

Application：
Cross Razor Wire has been widely used by
many countries in military field, prisons,
detention houses, government buildings, grass
boundary, railway, highway and other national
security facilities. Recently years, it has
apparently become the most popular highclass fencing wire for not only military and
national security application, but also for
cottage and society fence, and other private
buildings.

Specification:
The wire blade styles of Cross razor wire include
blade tape: CBT-65, CBT-60,CBT-25, BTO-30,
BTO-22, BTO-20, BTO-18, BTO-15, BTO-10.
However, the most common blade tape are BTO30, BTO-22, BTO-20, BTO-18, BTO-15, BTO10.,CBT-25

Package: PP Woven Cloth, Carton,Pallets.
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Razor Blade Type and Specification

Reference

Blade Style

Thickness

Number

(mm)

Barb
Length
(mm)

Wire Dia

(mm)

Barb
Spacing
(mm)

Barb Width

BTO-10

0.5±0.05

2.5±0.1

10±1

13±1

26±1

BTO-12

0.5±0.05

2.5±0.1

12±1

15±1

26±1

BTO-18

0.5±0.05

2.5±0.1

18±1

15±1

33±1

BTO-22

0.5±0.05

2.5±0.1

22±1

15±1

34±1

BTO-28

0.5±0.05

2.5

28

15

45±1

BTO-30

0.5±0.05

2.5

30

18

45±1

CBT-25

0.5±0.05

2.5

25

16

40±1

Standard Production Type
Outside

Standard Length

Notes

No.of Loops
Diameter

Type
per Coil

450mm

56

8-9M (3 CLIPS)

BTO-10.12.18.22.28.30, CBT-25

Cross type

500mm

56

9-10M (3 CLIPS)

BTO-10.12.18.22.28.30, CBT-25

Cross type

600mm

56

10-11M (3 CLIPS)

BTO-10.12.18.22.28.30, CBT-25

Cross type

600mm

56

8-10M (5 CLIPS)

BTO-10.12.18.22.28.30, CBT-25

Cross type

700mm

56

10-12M (5 CLIPS)

BTO-10.12.18.22.28.30, CBT-25

Cross type

800mm

56

11-13M (5 CLIPS)

BTO-10.12.18.22.28.30, CBT-25

Cross type

Note：the length , the diameter ,the blade style of the coil can be designed according to

the customers' need.
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Welded Razor Mesh
Qinghe Welded Razor Mesh is a multifunctional, high security mesh fencing
made of straight-blade netting welded
together, packaging into a roll or panel form
for transport. This product can protect you
and your property, and ensures the safety of
the protective barriers.
The welded razor barbed wire is usually
used together with cross type razor barbed
wire, stopping your step, fighting your
confidence of lucky. We weld the razor
barbed wire into diamond mesh or square
mesh.

Features：

It is almost impossible to climb

High-strength steel core very difficult to

cut off

Powerful security fence barriers neat

appearance

No secondary use, so he will not be

stolen

Extremely simple to install, needs three

to four to install molding.

Application：
Razor wire mesh fence can be used as
guarding fence, for doors and windows. It
can also be installed in various parts of the
world's airports, military bases, water
substation, the border fence, oil depots,
factories and so on.
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Specification:
(1) Welded Razor - Diamond Mesh
Mesh Type

Mesh Size

Panel Height

Panel Width

diamond

75 x 150

1.2 / 1.8 / 2.1 / 2.4

6

diamond

100 x 200

1.2 / 1.8 / 2.1 / 2.4

6

diamond

150 x 300

1.2 / 1.8 / 2.1 / 2.4

6

(2) Welded Razor - Square Mesh
Mesh Type

Mesh Size

Panel Height

Panel Width

square

100 x 100

1.2 / 1.8 / 2.1 / 2.4

6

square

100 x 150

1.2 / 1.8 / 2.1 / 2.4

6

square

150 x 150

1.2 / 1.8 / 2.1 / 2.4

6

Packing& loading: Water proof paper inside and woven bag outside or pallets.

Razor Wire Flatwrap
Qinghe Razor Wire Flatwrap is a series of razor wire coils clipped into the panel forms for
fencing and security purpose. Razor Wire (flat profile) is designed to protect facilities in urban areas
where the high-security concertina spiral razor wire it cannot be used because of its bulky size.
Razor wire flatwrap is installed against an existing smooth wire mesh fence and substantially
improves the effectiveness of the fence. Installed on this basis, innocent persons are protected
from injury by the smooth wire mesh.
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Features

Application：

Neat appearance

Flat razor wire fence is usually used with

High Security

beeline razor barbed wire together to

Simple Installation

build a defence wall in community, mine,

Available in Green

storehouse, prison, military security. It is

Reduced Overhang (reduced public liability)

also used as security window fencing.

Can be fixed over Gated pivot - (no special
fittings required)
Use it repeatedly

Specification:
It is the usual height , length and weight ,
other specification can be custom made
at request

Height

length

Weigth

MM

MM

KG

500

15

9.5

700

15

13

900

15

14.5

Packing & Loading：
Waterproof paper inside and woven bag
outside, pallets

Height

length

App Qty Package
into 20’ container

MM

MM

Woven Bag

500

15

900-1000coils

700

15

700-800coils

900

15

600-700 coils
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Straight Line razor wire
Qinghe Straight Razor Wire is
placed straight. Many series of straight
razor wires can be used to strengthen any
existing fence, wall or balconies etc. It does
not overhang in adjacent properties and
does not cause injuries to innocent
passers-by. To achieve an effective and
comprehensive solution for your fence,
install the straight razor wire. It does not

Application：

bear clips or wire stapling rings. The use of
galvanized materials significantly extends
the useful life of the products.

It can be placed in factories, airports,
power substations, high-security
prisons, hospitals, roads, homes,

Features:
Compact and rational structure, high safety
factor, As it bears steel wire, the straight
razor wire is not cut like a common barbed
wire, while it is easily installed and
dismantled, allowing you to use it
repeatedly. It is the most economical and
effective solution to protect your property

construction sites, balconies, roofs of
buildings, ships to protect against
pirates, ports, photovoltaic parks,
parking lots, animal feeding fields, war
zones, windows, onto concrete walls and
wherever else extra safety is required.
It can be supported on a concrete wall,
on special bases, screwed, hung, or tied

from intruders such as thieves, burglars.

Specification:
Razor barbed wire fencing can be made
according to the actual dimension of
customer; the special specification is
manufactured according to the drawing.

Package ：
PP Woven Cloth,Carton,Pallets.
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Qinghe Barbed Wire is a kind of modern security fencing materials fabricated with hightensile wire.
Galvanized Barbed Wire can be installed to achieve the result of frightening and stopping to the
aggressive perimeter intruders, with piecing and cutting razor blades mounted at the top of the wall,
also the special designs making climbing and touching extremely difficult. The wire and strip are
galvanized or PVC to prevent corrosion.

Materials applies mostly include galvanized steel and plastic coated carbon steel.
Application:
Barbed wire can be widely used as accessories for woven wires fences to form a fencing system or
security system.
It is called barbed wire fences or barbed obstacles when it is used simply by itself along the wall or
the building to give a kind of protection. Barbed wire is also written as barbed tape as it is always
used in a line to form a kind of tape.
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Types of Barbed Wire

Single Twist, 2 barbs

Double Twist, 4 barbs

Single Twist, 4 barbs

Single Twist, Tradition Way
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Concertina Barbed Wire

Each roll of Qinghe Concertina Barbed Wire consists of single high tensile line wire which is spirally
coiled. Barbs are fixed at regular intervals.
The turns of the concertina are inter-connected at regular distances around the circumference by
means of clips ,to form diamond meshes upon extension .

Features:

When extended to its full length the concertina unfurls easily and provides a cylinder-

like barrier. Concertina Barbed Wire provides instant reliable and economical security for vital
installations.
It can be set up quickly and easily on top of existing fences and solid walls, in ditches on roof of tops or
by itself on the ground.

Specification:

Application:

Single high tensile steel line wire :
Diameter :3.0+/-0.05mm

Security fencing for livestock, private area,
industrial area, warehouse or sensitive sites

Tensile strength :1235N/m2
Low Carbon Steel Barbing Wire:
Diameter: 2.0mm+/-0.05mm

Barrier for military fortifications.

Tensile Strength :350N/m2
Length of barbs:13-20mm

Concertina Barbed Wire
Roll Diameter

Distance between Barbs:60mm+/-16mm

100mm

700mm

450mm

15M

15M

5.2M

Approx Extended
Length
Approx NO. of
Loops
Packing

15coils/bdle

Lifting Handles

2

Galvanization :
Line Wire:275g/m2
Barbing Wire:240g/m2

+/-66

+/-66

+/-34

15coils/bdle 15coils/bdle
2

2
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Galvanized Barbed Wire
Qinghe Barbed Wire

produces Galvanized

Barbed Wire in all kinds of type. Our galvanized
barbed wire is all hot dipped galvanized. IN
addition hot galvanized, galvanized has another
type - electro galvanized. Electro galvanized has
less zinc - zinc on the surface of the barbed wire
up to 10 g/m2. Barbed wire with electro
galvanized will begin to rust in a year. We
manufacture only barbed wire with hot dipped
galvanized.

Our barbed wire Zinc coating(the more zinc, the corrosion resistance is stronger).
Strand/ barb wire (g/m2): 85/65, 124/90, 185/157, 275/250.

Features: Galvanized barbed wire offers a great protection against corrosion and oxidation
caused by the atmosphere. Its high resistance allows greater spacing between the fencing posts.

Application:
Galvanized Barbed Wire been widely used by many countries in military field, prisons, detention
houses, government buildings and other national security facilities. Recently years, barbed tape has
apparently become the most popular high-class fencing wire for not only military and national
security applications, but also for cottage and society fence, and other private buildings.

Gauge of Strand
and Barb in B.W.G

Approximate Length per Kilo in Meter

12x12

Barbs
Spacing 3"
6.0617

Barbs
Barbs
Barbs
Spacing 4" Spacing 5" Spacing 6"
6.759
7.27
7.6376

12x14

7.3335

7.9051

8.3015

8.5741

12-1/2x12-1/2

6.9223

7.719

8.3022

8.7221

12-1/2x14

8.1096

8.814

9.2242

9.562

13x13

7.9808

8.899

9.5721

10.0553

13x14

8.8448

9.6899

10.2923

10.7146

13-1/2x14

9.6079

10.6134

11.4705

11.8553

14x14

10.4569

11.659

12.5423

13.1752

14-1/2x14-1/2

11.9875

13.3671

14.3781

15.1034

15x15

13.8927

15.4942

16.6666

17.507

15-1/2x15-1/2

15.3491

17.1144

18.406

19.3386
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PVC Coated Barbed Wire
Qinghe Barbed Wire offers PVC coated
barbed wire in different colors, mostly green
coated. Core of PVC Coated Barbed Iron Wire
can be galvanized iron wire or black annealed
iron wire.
Colors: A variety of colors like green, blue,
yellow, orange, gray, is available with PVC

Feature：
PVC coated is that the wire covered with vinyl. The PVC layer not only has a positive effect on the
strength and toughness of the material, but also reduces the risk of rust. It also can reduce the wear
between layers when operating. PVC coated barbed wire is the ideal type for ocean engineering,
irrigation machines and big excavators.

Application：
PVC Coated Barbed Wire been widely used by many countries in military field, prisons, detention
houses, government buildings and other national security facilities. Recently years, barbed tape
has apparently become the most popular high-class fencing wire for not only military and national
security applications, but also for cottage and society fence, and other private buildings.

Wire Gauge
PVC coated
Barbed Wire;
PE Barbed
Wire

Before coating

After coating

1.0mm-3.5mm

1.4mm-4.0mm

BWG11-20

BWG8-17

Barbed
Spacing (cm)

Barbed Length
(cm)

7.5-15

1.5-3.0

PVC or PE coating thickness: 0.4mm to 0.6mm;Different colors or
length are available at customers request
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Barbed Wire Packing & Loading
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Sales Office
Office
Sales
Add: 2104，Unit 1, 13#Bldg,Xingchen Garden, East Dev Zone Shijiazhuang,Hebei,China
Post Code: 050035
E-mail: qhmetalmesh@gmail.com
Tel: +86 -311- 8596 8616
Tel: +86 -311- 8596 7175
Fax: +86 -311- 8596 8681

Factory

Sales Of
Add: IV-35, Industrial Park, Anping County, Hebei,China
Post Code: 053600
Tel: +86-318-756 8158
Tel: +86-318-702 0966
Fax: +86-318-756 8228

Contacts

